Metra ford

Not valid on prior purchases. FordPass Rewards membership required. Points are not
redeemable for cash. Exclusions apply. Taxes extra. See participating U. Limit one offer per
customer. Hybrid battery test excluded. We know that you have high expectations, and as a car
dealer we enjoy the challenge of meeting and exceeding those standards each and every time.
Allow us to demonstrate our commitment to excellence! Its compact size and available
Intelligent 4WD are perfect for maneuvering new terrains. No matter where you go, EcoSport
comes prepared and in style with a comfortable interior and intelligent technology to help you
take on the world. Welcome to the Metro Ford website! For over three decades, we have been a
choice dealership for Ford vehicles serving the entire Chicago metropolitan area. Learn why
locals choose us over all other local dealerships to purchase their next Ford car, truck, or SUV.
Our prices bring most people through our doors first. We offer lower-cost vehicles, both new
and used, than any other dealership in the entire country. If you're looking to get into a new
Ford Explorer, Fusion, Escape, F, Edge, or any other model, we can help make it happen, and at
a price you won't believe. When you choose our business, you'll also be amazed at how fast the
process goes. We believe in speed, flexibility, and efficiency while still maintaining a strong
level of detail orientation. Cutting a deal with us will cover all the bases and usually can be done
in an hour or so, start to finish. How do we do this? We have adopted digital technology in a
way that few other dealerships have. Doing our contracts digitally allows a high level of
flexibility and speed in getting things done. We want to get you out on the road to enjoy your
new vehicle. We also specialize in finding the very best deals and incentives for people of any
credit situation. We have a trusted network of local, regional, and even national lenders who will
work to make sure you get an affordable deal even if you have no credit or credit problems. Let
our finance crew work with you on outstanding deals and incentives, and then formulate a
payment plan that you'll love as much as you love your new F-Series pickup truck. We even
offer a wealth of tools to allow you to get approved and start the process right online before you
ever come into the showroom. Curious as to what your payments will be? We have an online
payment plan calculator. We can even allow you to value your trade and calculate fuel savings,
as well as check your credit rating without affecting your credit score. It's all part of our
commitment to keeping things light, fun, and straightforward for you. Even after you drive home
in your car, we'll be here to help you keep it going. Our service center is state of the art and
equipped with the most modern machinery and tools, and staffed by Ford-certified technicians
who are experts at servicing Ford vehicles. Whether you need a basic tire rotation and oil
change or major repairs, a warranty fix, or major post-accident repairs, they'll take care of it
quickly and efficiently. If you want to experience the next level in customer care, low prices,
great financing, and expert, passionate service, Metro Ford is the place to go. Stop into our
showroom or give us a call to schedule a test drive today! Although every reasonable effort has
been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute accuracy
cannot be guaranteed. This site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are presented
to the user "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or implied. All vehicles are
subject to prior sale. Price does not include applicable tax, title, and license charges. MSRP may
not represent the actual price at which vehicles are sold in this trade area. Inventory Search.
New Used Certified. New Used. Get Pre-Approved. Schedule Service. Value Your Trade. Search
New Inventory. Search Used Inventory. More About Us. Find Yours. Follow us on Social Media.
Why Shop Metro Ford Chicago? Once again, Metra has created the industry standard for
integration of an aftermarket radio into a vehicle. The touchscreen will provide factory HVAC
control and personalization setting controls while maintaining steering wheel control
functionality. These TurboTouch kits come complete with everything needed to install an
aftermarket radio. They are painted to match the factory look of the dash and are engineered,
designed and proudly built in the USA! No flipping dip-switches or buttons to program â€”
Smart interfaces automatically configure to your vehicle! Integrated 4. Retention for steering
wheel controls, safety features including back-up cameras and sensors , and most other vehicle
information are built into the interface. Interested in TurboTouch? Submit the form below and
we'll be in touch on how you can become a Metra Dealer. If you're an existing Metra Dealer,
submit the form below and we'll let you know when this product is available for shipping. Meet
the Smartest Touchscreen Based Vehicle Interface Once again, Metra has created the industry
standard for integration of an aftermarket radio into a vehicle. Designed for a Fast, Seamless,
Installation. No Additional Programming No flipping dip-switches or buttons to program â€”
Smart interfaces automatically configure to your vehicle! Integration Comes Standard Integrated
4. Retains Most of Your Factory Settings Retention for steering wheel controls, safety features
including back-up cameras and sensors , and most other vehicle information are built into the
interface. Now Shipping! Download New Product Guide. Coming Soon for Late Model Years
Jeep Grand Cherokee. Download the brochure to view additional features and vehicle

applications. Download Brochure. Request Information Interested in TurboTouch? By
submitting this form I am allowing Metra Electronics to contact me. Company Name. I am an
existing Metra Dealer or Distributor. Contact me when these are in shipping! I am interested in
becoming a Metra Dealer or Distributor. If you're human leave this blank:. Submit Request. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. This
product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects
or other reproductive harm. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new
and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the
item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery:
Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest
delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 11 hrs and 44 mins Details. In Stock. Qty: 1 2 3 Qty: 1.
Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your
security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Brand: Metra Electronics.
Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. Product Packaging:
Standard Packaging. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List.
Ships from and sold by Amazon. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Compare with similar items. Item Weight Click here to make a request to
customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Important information Legal
Disclaimer This product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. I bought this for my F STX. Despite the picture, it comes with the face
plate, radio mounting brackets, and the square spacer for the radio itself see picture. I did not
personal install this, as I took it to a shop to have the radio put in, but they said it was very easy
to install, and fits just like a Ford OEM would what I had removed. The first ish is very nice, and
matches the rest of the interior of my truck. Images in this review. Need more work to fit perfect
doble dim stereo on my f stx. Also the trim around stereo is round in the center. I Dremel to
make flat. Very easy to reattach components from factory head unit. Great price, great product.
II misread the Metra catalog when I ordered this unit. However, the kit did include the double din
radio mounting hardware like kit so it was not a total loss. I used the din mounts, and the
original dash cover and it fit like a glove. I has a matte finish as others have mentioned, and the
quality appears good. One person found this helpful. The product works fine. However, if you
are installing a Atoto A6 head unit and other similarly sized units you will have to use the
included trim insert. It will not give you a flush interior as seen in other reviewers images. I
returned this product and instead bought this other kit that also includes the wiring harness,
radio antenna, and butt connectors needed for the install. It gives a completely snug and flush
dash. A much better value and look. Like the price. I paid less for the idea that local store in yes
it did fit my truck even though it said it would not. Easy enough to install. Fit my unit perfectly.
Like how it angles the screen up slightly. This installation kit worked perfect for fitting an
aftermarket radio. Snaps firmly into place and holds radio securely. See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. Nicely designed. Fast delivery. Other then that the item fits perfect and
nice fit. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: f accessories , f accessories , ford f parts , climate control unit , f radio , F
Radios. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Designed

specifically for the installation of double-din radios or 2 single-din radios. Includes all necessary
hardware for installation. Plugs into OEM radio. Power 4 speakers. Harness is designed to plug
in the factory radio. Skip to main content. Only 13 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Sold by. Metra 98 ford Truck Vehicle Harness. Brand: Metra Electronics. Product
Packaging: Standard Packaging. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three
to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and
sold by HiFi-Soundconnection. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who bought this
item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. This item Metra 98 ford
Truck Vehicle Harness. Compare with similar items. Item Weight 1. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? Important information Legal Disclaimer Warranty does not cover misuse of
product. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Perfict adapter. The part we got didn't
actually match up or fit like we thought it would. This is the right shape and pinout for the
connector, however the tolerances are out of spec and the plug to too tight to fit into the radio.
One person found this helpful. Just a warning: It probably works fine, but it was the wrong type
for me. I was offered this as an add-on to my Pioneer unit, installing into a Ford Ranger.
Unfortunately, I thought Amazon would know whether or not this would fit since I had my
vehicle type selected and it doesn't. What is needed to get an aftermarket stereo to connect is
the male version. I believe that is the So, you might want to pull out your stereo, before relying
on Amazon's advice. See all reviews. What other items do customers buy after viewing this
item? Pages with related products. See and discover other items: 00 ford explorer door locks ,
ford wire harness , radio for truck , speakers for truck , vintage ford accessories , ranger truck
parts and accessories. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. We at Metra always
strive to listen to our customers. You have told us to do a better job at telling the Metra story.
For over 70 years, Metra has maintained its cutting edge by paying attention to our marketplace
and innovating products to fit the needs of the installer. To enthusiastically and aggressively
approach any opportunity to utilize our braintrusts, facilities, strategies, alliances and capital for
the advancement of our employees and stakeholders. There will be no limitations as we strive to
create, innovate, manufacture and deliver high quality, good value products to satisfy our
customers. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the
U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 15 hrs and 59
mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work
hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Metra
Radio Wirin Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: Metra Electronics. Product Packaging:
Standard Packaging. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List.
Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who bought this item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. From the manufacturer. About Us:. We design our
products to be easy to use and easy on the eyes There will be no limitations as we strive to
create, innovate, manufacture and deliver high quality, good value products to satisfy our
customers. Metra 98 ford Truck Vehicle Harness. Compare with similar items. Item Weight 1.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Important information Legal Disclaimer Warranty

does not cover misuse of product. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. I
ordered this before I pulled my exiting unit out to replace it with and after-market system. After a
ton of research and trying to find out what the second plug was for, it seemed as though it
wasn't needed. I used just this harness to install my new double DIN touchscreen unit and
everything worked just fine. Images in this review. I was really concerned about putting so many
wires together. I bought some heat shrink tubing and tied one wire at a time and soldered the
connection. I then applied heat to the heat shrink. It was very easy doing it in this order and
didn't leave me with a big wad I would have if I had used crimp on connectors. I plugged in my
unit to the radio harness and then the Metra harness to my pickup. Turned my ignition on and
everything worked great! This made a hard job an easy job. I highly recommend it! I bought this
for a friend to install his new Android head unit in his Truck and it worked perfectly. I have been
installing stereos in vehicles since the mid '80's and I will never hook one up without a harness
adapter. No wires to cut on your car which can lead to potential disasters at the worst and drop
your value of car immediately. Wiring this was a breeze. I literally didn't look at wiring guide on
package as the colors of the wires were exactly the same from head unit. I soldered my
connections, shrunk the heat shrink and was plug 'n play from there. It took longer for my
soldering iron to heat up than it did to actually make my connections. I suggest these for all
installs. Really a HUGE time saver and these things are cheap. One person found this helpful.
Attempted to use in a Explorer Sport Trac which is stated to be compatible. Pins are grossly
oversized for factory harness. Luckily I began installation a day early and found that it didn't fit.
Christmas was the next day so I had to drive 30miles to the closest retailer that had an adapter
that fit correctly. Bad compatibility designations whether it was retailer or Amazon's fault.. Bad
compatibility specs almost ruined my dad's Christmas present. Will not buy this, or other like
accessories, again. Unfortunately I will have to pay retail markup since it's such a small part but
makes a huge difference. This wiring harness worked well in the Ford Escape I use as a work
car. It allowed me to quickly and cleanly wire up my new radio and connect it to my factory
harness. I have kept my factory radio in case my new one malfunctions during the warranty
period and needs to send it in for repair. Must have a radio when travelling. The length of wires
is enough for you to make your connections easily. I wish someone offered a wiring kit for for
the upgraded Factory Stereo with sub woofer, which most XLT Escapes came with. Since
installing my new stereo, I have lost the use of the sub woofer, but I still have the other 6
speakers working great. The package contained a breakdown of the connections between the
head unit and pigtail. Just had to follow the the breakdown and plug it into the factory harness.
Everything worked as planned. The color coding of the Metra harness matched the color coding
of the Pioneer harness perfectly. I did have to strip the wires a bit more but I chose to twist and
tape connections rather than solder or crimp. After matching and connecting all the wires, the
male adapter on the Metra plugged right into the Ford OEM harness. Turned the key on and
everything worked as it should. Fantastic accessory! See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. Works for Ford Explorer. There are many out there that claim to, but this is the real
deal. Report abuse. This product works great! It fits perfectly with the Mustang GT radio
harness. I used this harness to upgrade to a new head unit. It connects to the OEM harness. My
mustang was equipped with the Mach from factory, and this adapater connects to the factory
harness to update your receiver. Just follow the labelled colour code to connect. There was a
second multi-pin connector on the back of the radio which only served to provide a 3. Since my
new Kenwood had front panel line-in it was no longer needed - not that there was any place to
connect to anyways :. Easy to hook up to add a plug for aftermarket radios splice or use t-tap
connectors. This did not work for Ford f dual din radio. More items to explore. Pages with
related products. See and discover other items: car wire , ford e econoline , ford f diesel , auto
wiring , auto wire , Best wiring harness for radio. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it

a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. This Metra antenna adapter makes your new aftermarket radio functional. Skip
to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and
start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day
shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order
within 5 hrs and 44 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Metra FD10
Ford Antenn Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: Metra Electronics. Frequently bought
together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by
different sellers. Show details. Sold by GenLife and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Ships from
and sold by Amazon. Customers who bought this item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page
1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free
business account. Not for children under 3 yrs. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items.
Product information Technical Details. Item Weight 0. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? Important information Legal Disclaimer Warranty does not cover misuse of product. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This is the first time I had
ever seen this issue but was glad I could find a simple solution. Had pulled a factory radio out of
a vehicle that was only a year older and the antenna plug didn't fit. I'm sure there was a reason
but have no idea what it was. I returned this one for refund Amazon Prime and ordered the CR
Does not fit Ford Mustang as advertised. I dont know whay they dont add more info Crazy Here
is more info :Aftermarket Radio to Antenna Adapter for Select Ford, Lincoln, Mercury Vehicles
Only one star because people have already wated money buying the wrong one due to lack of
info. Bought this to install in a Ford Focus. Does NOT fit!!! Best Buy charged me three times the
price for the correct part. I second guessed the kid at the store, but he told me that this is the
part number it calls for. It fit and works perfectly. When you remove your old car stereo, you'll
find a MALE connection on the end of your antenna. Used this in my Explorer when upgrading
the sound system. Intercepted the stock radio antenna wire plug behind the passenger kick
plate with this and then ran standard antenna extension from this to the head unit. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Arrived quickly no
hassles to buy. But, this does NOT fit a ford escape. One person found this helpful. Did not fit
my f And it to late to return. Report abuse. Convient parfaitement. Report abuse Translate
review to English. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Pages with
related products. See and discover other items: mercury sable oem replacement parts , antenna
adapters. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Plugs into car
harness Includes one way plug for power and speaker. This product contains chemicals known
to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. Skip to
main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item for any
reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How
to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE
delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI.
Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 14 hrs and 44 mins Details. In Stock. Add to
Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn

more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Metra Electronics Add a gift receipt for easy
returns. Save with Used - Very Good. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Item will come repackaged.
See more. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 6 hrs and 44 mins Details. Only 1 left
in stock - order soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Brand: Metra
Electronics. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. Product
Packaging: Standard Packaging. Plugs into car harness. Frequently bought together. Add all
three to Cart Add all three to List. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who bought this
item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to
explore. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. From the manufacturer. Compare with similar
items. Item Weight 0. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Important information Legal
Disclaimer This product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. I'm editing this hoping to help if you have a Grand Marquis. Heres what i
found after digging deeper. Theres 2 possible adaptors ,It could be this one or So before
ordering this one,Even though it says it's compatible,it may not be. Pull your radio and look at
your plug first. If its smaller than this product than you'll need the This photo is of my plug,and
it needs the even though Amazon and the Page will say it's not compatible it will be. So look
before ordering. The adaptor manufacturer should have known and stated this. So I'll give them
3 Stars now instead of 1 for not warning there's another possible adaptor for this car,so it's
important to look and match it up visually first. If your radio plug looks like mine,you need
Images in this review. Do yourself a favor, make sure you don't have a premium sound package
before you install this. I used this on my 07 mustang replacing the after market radio that was
installed when I got the car. They cheaped out and used a harness much like this one, which is
why I also used the cheap one. Turns out my car has two external amps for the door subs, and
two external amps for the trunk subs the trunk setup was missing when I got the car so all I was
driving was the door tweeters, and the back seat tweeters. These harnesses are great, but the
information online isn't always what you're led to believe. This was a perfect fit for my dads
Ford Taurus X. I did need to move a couple of pins to setup the steering wheel controls. This
harness has a block plate over the pins which I had to peel out in order to move the pins. That
was a bit of a pain but the harness did its job. I was hesitant, but decided to trust Amazon
suggestions. I wasted half a day thinking I mis-wired something. Fits my F Lariat perfectly. I was
originally concerned about which wires were for what but the package it comes in has a
reference to every wire. I installed a new touchscreen in a really short amount of time. I would
suggest using heat shrink butt connectors as I was having some issues with the regular crimp
ones. It's much cleaner and you have a much better chance of maintained contact with metal on
metal. Over all, very happy with this purchase. Unit arrived as expected and installation was as
noted in other reviews, simple with patience and attention to detail. I also Installed a back up
camera and that works well, placement is key. If you have a pick up spend the extra money and
get a tail gate camera it's well worth the extra penneys. The unit responds well to finger touch,
although a little slow during colder months. The Bluetooth functions well but will occasionally
take a moment to connect, not enough concern to warrant a downgrade on the review. I've not
been able to get the video to work as advertised, but for me not a big deal as I'm not sitting in
my truck watching movies. The biggest ding on this unit is the handsfree mic, this sucks and no
one can hear me clearly. It may be my placement on the instrument panel and I will move it later
to see if the sounds gets better. Most of the factory units are above the drivers head.. All in all
good deal for the money and direct fit for the f Ford. Worked perfect on my Ford F You will need
this for a factory look and fit and easy disconnect should you sell your vehicle and want to put
the factory radio back in. I love how the aftermarket is working together. The colors on the
aftermarket stereo matched up nearly perfectly with the colors of the wires on this adapter; the
chart was almost unneeded though checked for verification that I was hooking up everything
correctly. Installation was literally a snap - this harness plugged right into my vehicle, the stereo
working as expected when I turned it on! See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries.
Overall the unit was okay, for the one hundred and change that it cost. If you were playing
music or the radio you would have to press the home button to display the time. The display
was barely bright enough during the day to see the screen. There is no auto dim feature for
night driving, you have to press a button on the screen to dim. My wife said that the built in
mike sounded a little distant. I ended up returning it because of a problem with the SD card

playing music, but other than that it wasn't too bad for the price. Report abuse. Super easy to
install. All the colors matched my stereo wiring harness perfectly. I did all the wiring hookups in
my living room then installed it in my truck in only a few seconds. Literally clicked it into place
and it worked first try. One person found this helpful. I bought 2 harness and made one
"complete", I stole 2 pin from one and transfert them to another one and even my steering wheel
buttons are working on the radio.. Harness worked perfectly. If your like me and have a Ford E
or newer then this harness should work for you, you will need the if you have a factory amp in
the vehicle though. Great price as well. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Pages
with rel
how to pigtail ground wires
porsche cayenne trailer hitch installation
pics of honda accords
ated products. See and discover other items: car wires , jeep speakers , ford explorer , ford f
diesel , auto wire , Best wiring harness for radio. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
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